Special Feature

Transferring Power
to the Future
Power Transmissions are Robust Machine Elements
That Continue to Support Social and Industrial Development

Cover:
Worms of a worm gear unit, a representative
power transmission
〔Iwatsuka Plant, Aichi Prefecture, Japan〕
P.2-3:
High-precision gears used in helicopters.
The manufacturing of these gears requires
particularly rigorous and careful precision
control in order to combine extreme lightness
with the strength to handle mega horsepower.
〔Iwatsuka Plant, Aichi Prefecture, Japan〕

Gears have been intimately linked with various forms of human activity ever since the ancient Greeks.
They played an important role in the Industrial Revolution by transmitting the power from steam engines,
and their distinctive shape is often used as a symbol of industry. Even now, no other power transmitting method matches their efficiency.

Still delivering power and driving society

By changing the revolution speed of their power and amplifying their torque, gears transform the power generated by engines
into the movement achieved by their final products. When combined, these gears form power transmissions that can accelerate and
decelerate power with extreme efficiency and precision. Indispensable to automobiles, aircraft, construction machinery and
all sorts of factory machines, gears work silently but powerfully to support a wide range of industrial and social activity.
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Unparalleled
Power Transmission
Precision

B
B：Adjusting the intermeshing of a worm gear and
wheel in a large worm gear unit. Blue ink is
applied to the worm gear, allowing machinists
to make the appropriate adjustments to the
tooth contact on the basis of the extent of ink
adhesion to the wheel.

A：Wheel teeth being cut for a large worm gear unit
used in steel manufacturing machinery. The
worm gear unit uses the Niemann tooth profile
devised in Germany. This provides high levels of
strength and lubricity that are beyond standardshaped teeth.

C
C：Grinding of a worm gear used in a dual lead
worm gear set. During grinding, oil is poured
on to the gear to cool it and moderate the
friction, thereby preventing grind cracks.
Meshing and grinding are repeated until the
required tooth contact is obtained.

A

Robustness and reliability are the key objectives of power transmission design.
Even huge gear wheels with diameters wider than 3m require micrometer-specific precision in their manufacturing.

MHI’s power transmissions achieve absolute reliability
and precision than ks to advanced design
and manufact uring technology

MHI’s innovation has contributed significantly to technological progress in the field of power transmissions.
It started production of its popular Niemann tooth profile worm gear unit in 1964. The unit’s excellent performance,
in terms of efficient transmission and high power output, helped MHI take top share in the worm gear reducer market.
In 1980, MHI developed and produced the world’s first planetary traction drive unit, a watershed product that,
instead of using gear wheels, transmits power by way of special oil that becomes highly viscous as it passes between rollers
rotating with a high rolling traction force. It also boasts a diverse line-up of top-performing products,
such as dual lead worm gear sets that offer outstanding rotational precision.
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F
D： Testing the rotational accuracy of a dual lead
worm gear. This type of gear is characterized by
minimum backlash (gap between the teeth) and
high precision. The minimization of rotational
fluctuations makes this gear suitable for use in
precision machinery, such as industrial robots
and machine tools.
E： Using rollers instead of gear wheels to modify
speed, the planetary traction drive unit is a
revolutionary product that delivers levels of
rotational precision and low noise that exceed
the best performing gears. Special oil that
becomes more viscous under heavy contact
pressure is applied between the rollers to help
them transmit torque to each other. The use of
rolling friction to transmit power results in low
noise and low vibration, as well as extremely
low rotational error (about 1/20 compared to a
standard gear wheel).
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F： A steel wheel for the worm gear unit that is
currently under pre-commercialization R&D. Its
increased strength (compared to conventional
copper alloys) allows the equipment to be
downsized because the same durability can
now be achieved by a smaller wheel. The
development of these steel gear teeth leveraged
not just MHI’s materials technology, but also
its gear wheel technology.
〔A〜F:Iwatsuka Plant, Aichi Prefecture, Japan〕
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High-precision
power transmissions
manufactured by superb analysis,
manufacturing technology
and tools

B・C： Carburization helps create extremely thinwalled, but tough, high precision gears for
aircraft. This is a heat treatment process
during which carbon is added to a steel
surface to harden it. Carburization is
performed in a vacuum furnace to prevent
contamination by impurities that would
result in cracks. Experience and technology
accumulated over many years are also
required to prevent warping after the
treatment.

MHI is one of the few Japanese companies that produce
high-precision gears for aircraft, a life-critical responsibility
that demands top-class quality and design difficulty,
even by the standards of power transmissions.
MHI’s ability to create products with extremely thin-walled

C

structures that can reach maximum rotation speed of

D

20,000min -1* is evidence of the high level of its gear design
technology and manufacturing equipment. It possesses
unrivalled design capabilities that draw on a proprietary analysis
support system and special gear tooth analytical technology.
The values extracted from the enormous amount of historical data
gleaned from the development of various power transmissions
are useful for predicting post-manufacturing precision error and
performance. MHI is a globally unique integrated gear system maker
that manufactures everything from power transmissions to
A： A high-precision aircraft gear wheel undergoing its final inspection by a
3D measuring device. This allows inspectors to check whether the gear
wheel is being manufactured in accordance with its design, thereby
assuring reliable quality. Also used for the precision control of other parts,
this equipment contributes significantly to the extreme precision and
quality of the power transmissions produced by MHI.

gear cutting machines and precision cutting tools in-house.

D： Tooth contact simulation screen using an application developed by MHI. 3D
simulation of the deformation of the gear shaft and gear teeth caused by the
load on the gear wheel allows operators to predict tooth contact patterns and
the tooth behavior values required to ensure safe operation of the gear wheel.
The application can draw on the historical data of products designed and
manufactured over more than 30 years. This means that analysis can be
performed precisely and efficiently without having to test actual products.

The fact that it can use the most appropriate gear cutting machines
and precision cutting tools for each process allows MHI to
attain the high levels of precision required.
* Revolutions per minute (rpm).

State-of-the-Art Production Floor Creates State-of-the-Art Products
E

F

E： MHI’s proprietary design support system is used to design high-speed
power transmissions with a revolution speed of over 5,000min-1. It can
analyze gear wheel strength, slide bearing characteristics and gear
vibrations within any given design flow. Vibration analysis technology,
which is indispensable to the design of turbines (another area of MHI
expertise), has been systematized for power transmissions. It was
developed mainly at the Takasago Research & Development Center
which handles turbine development.
F： Horizontal boring mill (MAF-RS150C) that uses MHI’s high-speed helical
gear speed reducer for the main spindle drive in machine tools. Its spindle,
with a maximum speed of 6,000min-1, reduces motor revolutions to a sixth,
thereby increasing machining force 6 times and enabling heavy cutting.
〔Ritto Machinery Works, Shiga Prefecture, Japan〕
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G：The gear of a high-speed helical gear speed reducer after being ground by MHI’s gear grinding
machine (ZG1000CNC). A high-precision finish on a gear requires rigorous precision from the
grinding machine. This precision is achieved by fitting the grinding machine with MHI’s in-house
planetary traction drive unit in order to allow the stable and precise modification of the speed of its
rotating shaft. This fusion of product and technology allows MHI to deliver higher levels of product
development and product quality than less integrated gear system makers.
H： Special precision cutting tools for the Niemann tooth profile and other gears. MHI also manufactures
its precision cutting tools in-house. This allows it to design and manufacture precision cutting tools
that can meet various gear specifications and respond flexibly to customer needs. MHI has developed
cutting tools exclusively for the Niemann tooth profile, whose smooth intermeshing provides efficient
power transfer.
〔A〜E, G・H: Iwatsuka Plant, Aichi Prefecture, Japan〕
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The Essential Cogs in the
Wheels of Human Endeavors
Flexible and optimal solutions from the expert
in gear products and gear manufacturing
MHI boasts a long and successful history of gear

The power transmissions developed by MHI

development and manufacturing. It originally

almost 50 years ago are still widely used in Japan

started developing power transmissions for its own

and around the world. MHI also shows its true

products, but now supplies other companies as well.

colors by providing flexible maintenance support

Its expertise and experience also extends to the gear

for these old products and even, sometimes, for

cutting machine market, in which it ranks among the

other companies’ products. In addition to overhauls,

top domestic market-share leaders and offers an

it has retrofitted existing devices and equipment so

unmatched product range. MHI delivers products

that they now deliver the same level of performance

and services based on the advantage of being both a

and functionality as new products. MHI’s meticu-

manufacturer and a user. It truly is a total solutions

lous attention to customer needs — from product

company for gear manufacturing, involved as it is in

proposals to gear manufacturing technological

all stages of gear creation, right from the cutting

support and equipment advice — has inspired deep

tools and other manufacturing equipment all the

trust from its customers.

way through to the final gear products.

Taking the benefits of gear manufacturing
technology to a wider world

The overhauling of a helical gear speed
reducer that transmits power between
the motor and the turbine of a power
generation turbine in a thermal power
plant in Chihuahua City, Mexico. This
work maintains the reducer in peak
condition, which in turn supports the
safe operation of the plant and the
stable supply of its electricity.

The pursuit of high precision in gear products

There has been a trend towards energy-saving

and the maintenance of their stable supply is

and environmentally conscious products in the

a mission for MHI. Its gear cutting machines,

industrial world recently. Demand for these

cutting tools and machines fitted with its power

products has also started to appear in developing

transmissions are actively supporting industries

countries with promising growth prospects. MHI is

throughout the world. In order to bring itself

expanding its contribution to society by further

closer to its customers and market needs, it has

strengthening its commitment to supply gear

also embarked on a program of global expansion,

products and gear technology that improve

primarily in Asia and North America where it

people’s working and living environments as well

has launched local sales and production activities.

as the natural environment.

For example, it owns a precision cutting tool

MHI has always invested generously in

manufacturer in India, a gear cutting machine

technologies for its gear products and intends to

manufacturer in China, and a broach and broach

continue doing so in order to support industry and

machine manufacturer in America.

keep the world turning smoothly and efficiently.

Examples of products fitted with MHI transmission systems
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Can-filling machine
(Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Food &
Packaging Machinery Co., Ltd.)

Marine generator turbine
(Nagasaki Shipyard &
Machinery Works)

Stage machinery system
(New National Theatre, Tokyo
Opera House)

Can-filling machine that quickly fills empty cans with
alcohol, soft drinks, or other beverages. A worm gear
unit is used to accurately rotate the filler that can be
loaded with a maximum of 2,000 cans per minute.
The unit’s input and output shafts are at right angles
to each other, reducing the space required to fit it and
the motor on the back of the filler.

A marine generator turbine fitted with
a high-speed helical gear speed reducer that
reduces the steam turbine’s rotational power
to the appropriate speed (rpm) required to
transmit power to the generator. High
efficiency, low vibrations and low noise are
required for the economical transformation of
power from the rotating turbine into electricity.

Japan’s first theater designed specifically for
opera is equipped with the latest full computer
control technology. It uses a worm gear unit to
hoist and lower the stage lift. The clean and quiet
movement delivered by the Niemann tooth profile
during the opera allows the singers to concentrate
on their own performance and the audience to
enjoy the show without distractions.
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